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2020 RTEP Analysis Update
• Post Summer peak case in March  
  – Target March 1 – Posted on February 28  
    • Looking for transmission owners to begin FERC Form 715 analysis to post violations in the proposal window

• Post preliminary violations  
  – Target April 15

• Open 60 day proposal window  
  – Target June 1
• PJM looking to streamline the ability of stakeholders to obtain information relating to the posting of violations and information relating to the proposal window
  – PJM reviewing minor changes to posting process to only put the case and other CEII information behind CEII protections - COMPLETED
  – Eliminate encrypted files associated with other posted materials to allow easier access
  – More information to be made available at the March TEAC
Questions?
Upcoming TEAC Meetings

• TEAC meetings are the following Tuesdays or Wednesday in 2020
• 1/7, 2/4, 3/10, 4/14, 5/12, 6/2, 7/7, 8/4, 9/1, 10/6, 11/4 (Wednesday), 12/1.
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